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Signal Seeker 

Articles about chapter events and the members present technical subjects, and 

personal experiences present that would be of interest to the Mid-Atlantic Chapter 

(MAC) membership are welcome for inclusion in the Signal Seeker.  In addition 

classified advertisements may be submitted for inclusion, space permitted.  Email is 

the preferred means, but we have the ability to scan both text and pictures if you sent 

them by mail. 

Signal Seeker Schedule 

Issue Date   Article Due   Publish Date 

Spring   March 15   March 29 

Summer   June 1   June 15 

Fall    September 1  September 15 

Winter   December 1   December 15 

 

Business Card Advertising 

Business cards must be no larger than 2-inches by 3.5 inches.  Yearly Rates:  MAC 

members; $20.00, non-members; $30.00. 

Commercial Advertising 

   Full Year Single Issue 

Full Page  $250.00 $65.00 

Half Page  $140.00 $35.00 

Quarter Page  $75.00 $20.00 

1/16 Page   $50.00 $15.00 

Member Corvette related classified “wanted and parts for sale” are free; however, 

they cannot be carried over to the next issue unless requested before the issue 

deadline  

 
MAC Vettes at Zip Road Tour 
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2015 MAC Board of Directors 
Elected officers  

Chairman    Jerry Duffy    duffey302@cox.net 

Vice Chairman   Jim Board    jboard@cox.net 

Treasurer    Don Harris    donh45@yahoo.com 

Secretary    Steve Snyder   steve_n_marie@comcast.net 

Judging Chairman  Page Campbell   pcampbell3618@comcast.net 

 

Regional Directors 

Northeastern   Steve Ferry    steve.ferry@verizon.net 

Southeastern   Ken Hartzog   corvette6976@cox.net 

Southwestern   Bob Baird    envcons@comcast.net 

Northwestern   Ron Wilson    wilball@comcast.net 

 

Appointed Board Members 

Charitable Activities        Ellen and K.C. Strawmyre              suestrawmyre@embarqmail.com 

Historian    John Carpenter   jocarpenter@comcast.net 

Membership Manager  Reid Newcomb   newcomb.reid@comcast.net 

Merchandise Manager             On Line At:  Coming Soon  

Nat’l Corvette Museum   Jim Board    jboare@cox.net 

NCRS Chapter Awards Rep Martha Baird    envcons@comcast.net 

Personal Property Manager  Bob Baird    envcons@comcast.net 

Signal Seeker Editor   Jim Hofferbert   hofferje@comcast.net 

Signal Seeker Pub. & Dist.   Larry Negley &Ron Wilson  larry.negley@acps.k12.md.us 

          wilball@comcast.net 

Technical Advisors   Mike McCagh & Jeremy Turner marylandmissle@atlanticbb.net 

          Turnerjt63@comcast.net 

Website Manager   Gary Wilkerson   gary.wilkerson@comcast.net 
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MAC Membership 

Reid Newcomb 

Welcome New Members:  For detailed contact information on new members, please 

contact Reid at newcomb.reid@comcast.net. 

We at MAC take great pride in welcoming our new members.  Our chapter has been growing 

and striving to meet new challenges since 1982.  Our members come from a variety of 

backgrounds, some with expertise on restorations, some with knowledge of Corvette history and 

some who just enjoy taking an occasional drive on a Sunday afternoon.  Whatever your interests 

may be, please take some time to mark your calendar with our upcoming events and activities.  

As always, we look forward to seeing you and your family attending MAC events (your car or 

cars to be included of course).  Should you have any membership questions, please call Reid 

Newcomb at (410) 742-3070, email newcomb.reid@comcast.net or contact any MAC officer. 

New Members since the last Signal Seeker:  Dave and Dawn Davis, Cumberland, MD; John 

and Rose Dumas, Cumberland, MD; Pete Fineran, Bowie, MD; Bill and Theresa Grove, Port 

Tobacco, MD; Ron Kerber, Charlottesville, VA; Lynn and Mary Ellen Libby, Elizabethtown, 

PA; Chris and Carolyn Reichart, Fredericksburg, VA. 

 

In appreciation for his service as the 2014 MAC chair John was honored with a 

brick at the National Corvette Museum with other past chairmen. 
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MAC Schedule of Events 
 

January 
21-24 

Florida Regional 
Lakeland, FL 

March 14 MAC Tech Session and Judging School 
Jack Evans Chevrolet 
Front Royal VA 

March 19-21 Arizona Regional 
Tucson, Arizona 

April 18 MAC Tech Session and Judging School 
Gettysburg, PA 
Frank Buck 

April 23-25 Carolinas Regional  
Concord, NC 

April 23-25 Spring Carlisle 
Carlisle, PA 

May 2 MAC Road Tour 
Zip Products, Mechanicsville, VA 

May 14-17 Heart of America Regional  
Joplin, MO 

May 30 MAC Judging School and Mini-Judging Meet 
Cumberland, MD 
Mike McCagh’s Farm 

June 19-20 MAC Spring Judging Meet and School 
Zip Products, Mechanicsville, VA 

July 19-24 National Convention 
Denver, CO 

August 28-30 Corvettes at Carlisle 
Carlisle, PA 

August 29 13th Annual Picnic 
Shippensburg, PA 
K.C and Sue Strawmyre (717-423-6735) 
Mike and Connie Hair (717-263-0792) 

September 10-12 Wisconsin Regional  
Oconomowoc, WI 

September 20 Corvette Days  
@ Sully Historic Site, Chantilly, VA 

October 1-4 Fall Carlisle 
Carlisle, PA 

October 17 MAC Tech Session 
Klick Lewis Chevrolet, Palmyra PA 

  

October 22-24 Texas Regional 
Frisco TX 

November 7th MAC Annual Meeting 
Location:  Hagerstown, MD 
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 Message from the Chair / Jerry Duffey 

 

Hi MAC Members, 

 

 Well, it has started – the rearranging of duties to meet the needs of the membership. The putting 

together of a schedule and dealing with other situations within the chapter have been interesting. You’re 

never sure how things will go when they’re on paper. 

 However, so far, the first tech sessions and judging schools seem to have gone well (despite my 

nearly killing you all with my coffee at Jack Evans). I would like to say a special thanks to John Evans 

and Frank Buck for allowing us to use their facilities. They are, as always, great hosts. 

 Please check the MAC website and, of course, The Signal Seeker for future events and activities. In 

addition to the year-long schedule of events in both of these places, we try to get reminders out at least 

two weeks before the event and another reminder a week before if registration is needed. 

 As I look around at other N.C.R.S. chapters, I notice they are having a problem with volunteers. A 

lot are in need of judges at their chapter events. They also have a problem with getting members to 

present at tech sessions and judging school, along with writing the necessary articles for their own 

newsletters. We are also having these problems. 

 The N.C.R.S., and the MAC, is a judging and restoration organization of the classic Corvette. The 

MAC has a long history of being a strong chapter of the N.C.R.S. We have always been there for regional 

and national events. The MAC has been a leader in judging and technical activities. This year, we will 

have four tech and judging events along with a chapter judging event. 

 We are having problems finding members who will present information at these events. We rely 

on the same few individuals to put on the presentations. Ten percent of our membership is doing all of 

the work, and carrying our chapter. If we want to remain as strong of a chapter as we are, we need more 

people to put in some work. We need you to volunteer. 

 This result of not having enough volunteers might be that we have to cut back on judging and 

technical activities for next year, which we don’t want to do. 

 It is your chapter, and you have to decide the direction this chapter is going. If we want to 

maintain our status as a leading chapter of the N.C.R.S., we need you to volunteer. You have to decide 

how many events and activities we can do. You decide through your participation. Please volunteer to 

present at judging and technical activities. Send articles to keep The Signal Seeker the great publication 

that it is.  

 

Thanks, 

Jerry Duffey 

MAC Chairman 
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       Signal Seeker’s Editor’s Message                           

by Jim Hofferbert 

 

This summer issue of the Signal Seeker is jam packed with exciting news 

regarding MAC activities since our meet at Jack Evans Chevrolet last March.  

We’ve been to Frank Buck’s in Gettysburg, PA, an NCRS regional in Concord, NC, 

a road tour to Zip Products in Mechanicsville, VA, as well as a mini judging event 

at Mike McCagh’s farm in Cumberland, MD. 

 

Our Chair, Jerry Duffey, along with Page Campbell (Judging Chair) and Martha 

Baird (Chapter Top Flight of the year manager) have done a suburb job of 

organizing the events, aligning tech sessions, judging schools and cars to judge 

for all to enjoy.  Thank you!  We look forward with anticipation to the future 

events this year.  Following are summaries of the above events. 

 

  

             

This is Reagan, Frank Buck’s 9 week old Czechoslovakian Shepherd and the true host and 

entertainment at the Gettysburg meet.  Sorry Frank!     
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Tech session and judging school at Frank 

Buck’s, Gettysburg, PA 

April 18
th 

 

 

Frank:  “What am I going to do with that ‘PUP’” - Just love him, Frank!   

 

Again this year Frank Buck and his son Adam hosted what turned out to be 

another great tech session and judging school at his show room garage.  The 

event started at 8:30 with coffee and donuts.  At 9:00 sharp (well, 9:15, maybe) 

Jerry introduced Bill Sangrey for a discussion of today’s motor oils and the effect 

they have on our old engines (Tech article in this issue).  Bill also presented an 

update on ethanol in today’s gasoline.  Heaven forbid we ever face E85!  Thanks 

Bill. 
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Bill holding a cam damaged by today’s low zinc oil 

 

Following Bill’s presentation Bob Baird’s Big Break’s at Buck’s!  Bob presented 

and discussed the advantages of GM’s big break systems for racing back in the 

day.  They ran cooler and stopped better.  In the eary early days of Corvette 

Racing going fast was not as much of an issue as stopping fast, if at all.  By 

redesining the ducting, backing plates and addition of larger pads and fins the 

situation inproved.  Bob presented various components and pointed out the 

changes from year to year.  Thanks Bob.  

       

                       

                       Bob demonstrates the Big Break cooling fin assembly 
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12:00 pm:  This year’s lunch was provided with plenty of sandwiches AND chips. 

 

The afternoon session started off with Frank reviewing the plethora of vehicles 

he has owned since he was 16 years old; everything from model T’s to army tanks 

that actually shot.  Among the over 340 vehicles is a Pebble Beach Concurs d’ 

Elegance Packard and over 30 Corvettes of which 7 were feulies.  Also in this 

extravaganza are at least 2 air box Vettes.    

 

Now for the judging school:  Mike McCagh and Page Campbell 

 

 

        

 

 

Mike presented and discussed the differences between original and reproduction 

parts including distributor caps, FI hoses, air filters and more.  As parts were 

passed around we had plenty of opportunity to visually compare the original parts 

to repops.  Thanks Mike. 

 

Page was up last (but not least).  He did an excellent job of educating us 

regarding C2 vent window regulators.  Many articles have been published with 

mixed information.  Some good, some bad.  Page straightened us out!  Coupe and 

convertible mountings are configured different.  Also the modifications that took 

place from year to year were pointed out.  Again, parts were passed around for 

comparison.  Thanks Page. 

 

All of the information presented by Mike and Page is useful to us, as judges, on 

the judging field.  
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Tom’s 1963 Restoration Journey 

 

 Tom Vollrath presented a slide show, at John Evans Chevrolet, highlighting the 23 

year restoration journey of his 1963 coupe.  A “numbers matching” add in the 

Washington Post in 1992 resulted in his dream purchase.  However over the next year, 

several “minor” problems that had been covered by Bondo surfaced (e.g. frame rot) and 

resulted in the coupe being parked for ~15 years. During this hibernation, Tom was 

“schooled” in the ways of NCRS and Mid Atlantic Chapter (MAC).  In anticipation of its 

50th birthday, the coupe was pulled out of storage and a long delayed frame-off restoration 

started.  Along the way, the restoration has been enabled by numerous instances of help 

from Mid Atlantic Chapter members which were highlighted in the presentation.  The 

newly painted body and rolling chassis were just reunited last January, so it will probably 

be another couple years before you see it at a Chapter meet.  

 Frame rot  

 Rolling chassis on its way to body drop 

 The journey continues 
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NCM Ambassador’s Report 

Jim Board (8093) 

 

Greetings MAC Members, 

I am writing this Report in early May only recently returning from a visit to the NCM. I was in Nashville on 

business and took a short side trip to visit Bowling Green. Despite seeing many photos and videos of the sinkhole 

damage, the enormity was hard for me to grasp until I experienced the site in person. I found the work to fill the 

sinkhole has progressed nicely and the gaping hole was sealed and filled with crushed stone. Workers were leveling 

the surface, preparing it for the concrete and rebar slab. The viewing area provided by NCM allowed visitors a 

remarkable view of the work in progress. By the time you read this article the foundation should be poured and 

new flooring installed. The Skydome will soon be good as new again, populated with deserving Corvettes.  

 

Work is underway to repair sinkhole damage in the National Corvette Museum Skydome. 

I suspect most will agree, the Great Eight Display is simply unforgettable. Last to fall and least damaged, the 

restored 2009 ZR1 “Blue Devil” sparkles like new. But it is surrounded by the broken bodies of other Corvettes 

that wear scars from their drop into the sinkhole and impact from tons of falling stone and concrete. Some 

Corvettes are simply unrecognizable, the moods of visitors walking near me were rather solemn as we passed the 

destroyed cars. It’s easy to see why NCM chose to display these cars “as recovered.” Given the extent of damage, 

restoration is inconceivable.   
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Unrecognizable, the twisted 2001 Mallet Hammer                                     Crushed and broken, the 1984 PPG Pace Car speaks to 

Z06 shows damage like no other car I’ve ever seen.                                    The enormous destruction caused by the sinkhole.  

 

                             

In the foreground you see the 1993 40th Anniversary Ruby Red                    Another view of the crushed white 2009 “1.5 Millionth”  

Corvette, beyond it the white 2009 "1.5 Millionth" Corvette.                         Corvette (foreground) and the 1993 40th Anniversary.           

                                                    

                              

Stripped entirely of its fiberglass body, the 1993 ZR-1                                       The unfinished entrance to the NCM Motorsports Park. 

Spyder is also unrecognizable.  
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Leaving the Museum, I headed over to the NCM Motorsports Park. The reviews so far have been 

enthusiastic, and I was curious to get a closer look than driving by on I-65. With no plans to race my 

unexciting rental car, I just wanted to get a glimpse of the new facility. The track wasn’t hard to find, just 

minutes away from the Museum. Exit the NCM heading south on Corvette Drive and make a left on 

Porter Pike. After passing under I-65 the entrance is on your left. Look at a map to save some yourself 

some time, my GPS was confused about the NCM Motorsports Park location. At its entrance, an 

unimpressive temporary sign welcomes you to the track. Surprisingly, I was barred from entering the 

property by security guards. Poor timing on my part, the Nissan Factory Racing team had rented the 

track for testing and spectators were not allowed. Maybe I’ll have better luck next time I’m in Bowling 

Green. 

 

Remaining 2015 NCM Events 

 June 20-27, NCM Cruise to Greece & Italy - A boatload of Corvette fans (no exaggeration!) will 

cruise the beautiful and historic coasts of Greece and Italy. 

 June 23-28, Bloomington Gold 

 June 29-30, High Performance Drivers Education at the world famous Virginia International 

Raceway (VIR) near Danville, VA 

 September 3-4, NCM High Performance Drivers Education, at the NCM Motorsports Park in 

Bowling Green 

 September 3-5, NCM 21st Anniversary Celebration 

 September 16-20, Corvette Funfest, Mid America Motorworks in Effingham, Ill. 

 November 5-7, Support our troops during “Vet’s ‘n Vettes” at the NCM.  

 November 14-15, NCM High Performance Drivers Education, at the new NCM Motorsports Park 

 

Current information on these events and much more can always be found on the NCM website. 

http://www.corvettemuseum.org/calendar/ncm_events_2015.shtml 

 

All photos by Jim Board. 
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How to make a lamp stand after using modern motor 

Oil in your vintage Corvette 

Camshaft failures 

And ZDDP 

Based on 

The MAC NCRS April 18, 2015 Tech Session 

By Bill Sangrey 

I’ve heard about cam shaft failures in flat tappet engines. Not just “solid lifter” engines but all our older Corvette engines 

that do not have roller tappet cams including hydraulic lifter engines. We’ve read it in the press, in ads and heard rumors 

and horror stories. 

But I’ve seen it. John Bissell, who spoke and presented previously about engine rebuilds at MAC Tech Session has had 

failures in two 327/350HP rebuilds (same engine) and one Pantera 351 (sorry, I know that’s a Ford and does not belong 

here, but…) Similarly my Mopar friend Barry lost the cam in engine of 1970 very high dollar Cuda after just 50 miles – 

gone, wiped, 4 round lobes and concave lifters. And yes it was a “Hemi!” 

What I’ve done in the past: 

 Little 

 Not changed oil in any of my flat tappet cam cars, for far too long a time 

 Last time was Rotella “T” in the Mopars & continued 10W30 Mobile 1 in the ‘63 SWC. 

I understood off the shelf oils had changed in the past ten years, but I did not know the specifics. 

First some engine camshaft design background: 

 Flat tappets aren’t really “flat” 

 The tappet surface is convex; i.e., has a  “crown” when viewed from the side 

 The tappet is slightly off set and the cam lobe actually sloped  

 These design details cause the lifter to rotate in the lifter bore. 

 But there is still sliding friction between to the tappet and cam lobe surfaces. 

 And ZDDP provides the protection needed at that surface.  Without it the metals seize microscopically.                                                                                                                          

 Shortly that microscopic  seizure become catastrophic                                                                                                   15 



 And the cam fails; the lifter wears, the lobe disappears. (See sample photo)  

So… here are some facts  

 ZDDP: Zinc Dialkyl Dithio Phospate 

 Provides a sacrificial coating between the cam and lifter 

 Prior to 1988 oils were 1500 Parts Per Million (PPM) 

 In 1993 reduced to 1200 PPM 

 In 2004 went to 800 PPM maximum to 600 PPM minimum 

o This was the SM, GF4 spec for auto oils 

 A “wave” of cam shaft failures started  

 Why? 

o ZDDP got past the rings and could damage the catalytic converters 

o High ZDDP levels are not needed for roller tappet cams 

o All automotive engines moved to roller cams 

o So our good old government (EPA) man-dated the lower Zinc levels 

 No Problem --- right? 

o Not true 

o Testing indicated lower levels were “ok” on flat tappets 

o But that was for mild cams and low valve spring pressures 

o Didn’t test higher performance cams and springs 

o The conclusion was that lowered ZDDP “May work” 

 Tends not to be an issue on fully broken in and older, not rebuilt, engines  

 But the change was a major problem for freshly rebuilt engines 

o Particularly on break in  

o And certainly on high performance engines with high valve spring pressures 

 And about that fill-in diesel oil solution Shell Rotella T that “everybody” went to: 

o It changed to lower ZDDP for the revised and  lowered diesel pollution standards 

o Sorry, I did not find the reason for this change, but Rotella T did change 

 What’s needed 

o At least 1000 PPM ZDDP in your milder flat tappet engine oil 

o And 1200 PPM to 1400 PPM for high performance cam engines 

o Particularly important during break in of newly rebuilt engines  

o Not available in off the shelf oils at ANY normal retail outlet. 

 What does (CANNOT!) not work:  

o API SM/SN, ILSAC GF 4/5 or CJ5 in 

o 0W20, 5W20, 0W30, 5W30, 10W30 

 And I caution you because I’m not sure about and I feel the following are risky: 

o Racing oils which typically are not designed for extended use. They are not intended to be left in an 

engine for long “Storage” periods as our cars experience. 

o Zinc additives 

 Too much of a “good thing” is a “bad thing” 

 “More is better” Is  NOT the case here 

 In this case “less is more” 

 If you simply add ADDP you will not know the resulting PPM because you may not know where 

you started nor what you added to the mix.  Going past 1500 PPM is not good                            16 



 My decision: 

o Be safe, not sorry. 

o Use oil specifically designed for flat tappet cams. 

o Two examples are the Joe Gibbs Racing “Driven” Hot Rod oils and Brad Penn oils. 

o You’ll have to search for these; engine machine shops are a good place to start. 

o I found Brad Penn at a local NAPA in Newville, PA. The UCF machine shop in Carlisle ordered the 

“Driven” oil for me. What did I do: 1) Brad Penn in the Model A (although that engine was rebuilt a long 

time ago I just do not want to chance a cam failure), and I put 10W40 Driven in the SWC, Dart 340 and 

Hemi. 

 Alternatives: 

o Shop on the web with the PPM requirement clearly in mind. You’ll probably have to ask the specific 

question: “What is the PPM ZDDP specification of your oil?” 

o Hemmings Motor Oil could be a good choice but I’m not a fan of changing to synthetic or synthetic 

blends in the older engines in which seals are not designed for those oils. However, I must admit I had 

not problems when I did that to the ’63 back in 1995. Gosh knows my Mopars leak badly enough with a 

conventional oil. Also the Hemmings PPM specs are bit higher than the recommended range. 

o Don Lindman uses Amalie Oil Co.  Wolf's Head Extreme Duty Synthetic Blend 15W40. He inquired and 

learned that oil’s zinc content is 1350 PPM. 

 Conclusions: 

o You’ll spend a bit more for the oil change using an oil engineered for your flat tappet cam. 

o But rebuilding the engine is a whole lot more costly. 

o Be very sure to properly break in a new engine using the correct lubricant and oil.  

o But if you don’t use an oil designed for your flat tappet engine, your camshaft’s future use may be 

limited and not how you intended to use it; see the photo below.  
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Carolinas Regional - Concord, North Carolina 

April 23 – 25, 2015     

       

       Registration and information Desk                         The judging field – quite busy on Saturday  

This year’s regional was welcomed by cool weather and some rain.  Being inside 

was again a blessing.  It was nice to see several MAC members in attendance.  

Every generation of car was represented from C1’s through C7’s.  Of course not 

all were judged.  ’68 – ’69 PV cars were there; but none for flight judging.  ’73 – ’82 

only had one car in its category, a 1974.  The C1’s, C2’s and C4’s seemed to be 

better represented.  Final results will be published in the next Restorer magazine. 

One of the highlights for this author was the charity dinner and tour of Rick 

Hendrick’s private collection at the race shop.  Another was the display of the 

first Corvette Race Car.  The 1953 “211” has been fully restored by Pro Team to 

it’s race status. 

                   

Special parking for Driven Vettes.                                  The first Corvette Race Car.  1953 #211 

Sportsman are parked in the back row.                                                                                             18 



MAC Road Tour to Zip Products - May 2, 2015 

This year’s road tour was staged at the Walmart in Mechanicsville, VA and drove 

the few miles to Zip Products.  Dave Walker, owner of Zip, hosted a customer 

appreciation day.  It’s safe to say all the customers were appreciative.  We 

enjoyed a DJ and the food provided by the grillmaster, Dave Walker himself.  Over 

two hundred cars participated.  The comorodity among the MAC members in 

attendance as well as other clubs represented was enjoyable. 

Representing MAC were Dick Lear and friend in Dick’s 1960 C1, Page Campbell in 

his 1966 C2, Jim Hofferbert in his 1995 C4, Bob and Martha Baird in their 1998 

Pace Car, and Jerry Duffey in his 2004 convertible.  In order to meet the 

requirements for NCRS “Chapter Top Flight” award we still need at least one car 

to participate in another road tour.  We can do that!  Thanks Martha for organizing 

this event. 

              

The group staged at the Wallmart preparing to depart for Zip Products 

                 

Parked together at Zip (4 more in background)              Over 200 Vettes, no where else to park 
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Fun at the Farm 

Mini judging event and school 

@ Mike and Lea McCagh’s, May 30
th

 

8:30 – 9:00 am:  Coffee and donuts.  (I don’t think Jerry made the coffee.  It was 

good.)  At 9:00 sharp (as usual, 9:20) Page held the judges meeting.  We were 

privileged to have a 1962 and a 1964 to Flight judge.  All went well and, we 

enjoyed two fantastic cars.  We want to thank Martha Baird and John St. Peter for 

their expertise in tabulating.  THANKS! 

            

Ron Wilson’s 1962 Top Flight       Congradulations Ron 

            

Dennis Howard’s 1964 Second Flight     Congradulations Dennis 

In the afternoon, after a lunch consisting of some great subs the judging 

continued.  Meanwhile others had the privelege of two fantastic judging schools.  
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It’s not too often that we have the opportunity to perform an intial start-up on a 

freshly rebuilt engine.  Andy Ruby provided that opportunity with his 427 ci 435 hp 

big block on an enging test stand.  We learned what it meant to truly judge a 

“cold Start” during ops. 

 

            

Andy Ruby’s 427 - 435 big block.  It woke the dead     Jason Adam’s gorgous 1966 original.  Look at that paint    

Another thrill was the opportunity to pour over Jason Odom’s beautiful 1966 small 

block.  It is an original car and potentially a Star or Bow Tie car.  Judging a Bow 

Tie car is different than judging a flight car.  When judging an original car for Bow 

Tie the judges look for historic preservation of originality and educational value.  

Jason’s car was a good learning experience. 

 

          

Tabulators work hard too.  Thanks                                       The weather was beautiful, but HOT.  Still Fun! 
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Your Add Here  
 

 
 

We now have new Advertising Opportunities and add rates 

To place an ad, contact MAC Treasurer, 

Don Harris at donh45@yahoo.net 

mailto:donh45@yahoo.net
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The MAC is on FB! If you do not have a Facebook page, create one 

 

Then join the Mid-Atlantic Chapter NCRS – a public group 

. 

You can also go to http://www.ncrsmac.org/index.htm and find us on Facebook. 
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